NOTE: TERMINATION DETAIL SIMILAR FOR WOOD POSTS BUT WOULD REQUIRE A 1" O.D. FLAT WASHER FOR EXTRA BEARING SURFACE.

INTERNAL THREAD ADJUSTER - HORIZONTAL TERMINATION ON METAL POST
(DETAILS TYPICAL FOR 1/8" & 3/16" CABLE).

METAL TUBULAR POST, MAY USE OTHER TYPES OF METAL POSTS - REFER TO CATALOG FOR LIST OF RECOMMENDED MINIMUM SIZES. (FOR WOOD POSTS SEE NOTE AT BOTTOM)

STAINLESS STEEL INTERNAL THREAD ADJUSTER

DRILL HOLES THROUGH POST. CONFIRM DRILL DIAMETER WITH MANUFACTURER.

FOR GUARDRAIL INFILL SPACE CABLES MAXIMUM 3" O.C.

BOLT WITH FLAT WASHER (INCLUDED WITH INTERNAL THREAD ADJUSTER)

CABLE

INTERNAL THREAD ADJUSTER - LEVEL TERMINATION